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A SPECIALIST
IN EVERY
CUPBOARD

TALL CABINETS

In todays kitchens, high cabinets
are planned either as a block or
as standalone units. Either way,
the result is an elegant unit, and
quite often that’s where you’ll find
the technology focus and also the
central food storage in the kitchen.

BASE CABINETS

To make smart use of the
whole depth of base cabinets in
the kitchen, you’ll need a fitting
that moves all the stored items
out in front of the cabinet to
give you a clear view and
easy access.

OVERHEAD CABINETS

Overhead cabinets play a special role
in any kitchen, both because of their
visual impact and from a practical
point of view.They make tremendous
demands - in terms of functionality and
user friendliness - on the integrated
lifter and parallel lift systems.

CORNER CABINETS
A corner unit is the ideal place
to store pots and pans and other
kitchen equipment.
Our development engineers
have come up with a number of
solutions in addition to the classic
carousel fittings.

3.

TALL
CABINETS

CONVOY
PREMIO

“

The next
generation
larder unit

4.

TALL CABINETS

CONVOY
PREMIO
The CONVOY Premio from Kesseböhmer
offers new functionality combined with perfect
movement sequences, to provide a unique
experience in any kitchen.
One simple and ergonomic movement opens
up the contents of the cabinet for anyone to
see and access. It’s Infinitely flexible to organise
thanks to the stepless height adjustable trays,
providing full functionality across the height of
the cabinet.

Arena Vario Ice White

Arena Vario Anthracite

The Arena select tray beautiful mixes wood and
metal. It starts with the basic storage tray with
a low, metal edging finished in powder-coated
anthracite. A solid oak Fineline frame then fits
inside the metal tray.
These Arena select trays match perfectly
with the material mix and colour lines of the
Fineline MosaiQ range of organiser elements
for drawers, too.

Arena Select

5.

TALL
CABINETS

CONVOY
LAVIDO

“

A versatile
solution in
many situations,
not just the
kitchen

6.

TALL CABINETS

CONVOY
LAVIDO

Arena Vario Ice White

The CONVOY Lavido makes a great impression.
In contemporary kitchens, in living and dining
rooms and as a key element in a home office.
These multiple uses ensure that the CONVOY
Lavido is “made for life”

The Arena select tray beautiful mixes wood and
metal. It starts with the basic storage tray with
a low, metal edging finished in powder-coated
anthracite. A solid oak Fineline frame then fits
inside the metal tray.

What is so special about the CONVOY Lavido?
CONVOY Lavido isn’t attached to the front
panel, so it is perfect for many different designs
and applications, such as, behind sliding doors.
Not only are all the contents in clear view, they
are virtually “presented” to the user. Discover
the many beautiful and practical details. Be
inspired!

These Arena select trays match perfectly with
the material mix and colour lines of the Fineline
MosaiQ range of organiser elements for
drawers, too.

Arena Vario Anthracite

Arena Select

7.

TALL
CABINETS

CONVOY
CENTRO

“

The central
storage unit
for the new
millennium

8.

TALL CABINETS

CONVOY
CENTRO
The CONVOY Centro from Kesseböhmer
provides enough space to store all of your
groceries with a very small footprint.
A light touch moves the entire contents out
in front of the unit – for a clear view from
either side and very fast access.

Arena Vario Ice White

It makes kitchen work much easier, it saves
time and effort and it avoids the risk of items
being forgotten at the back of the cupboard.
Together, the fridge + CONVOY Centro
create a complete storage centre in a
contemporary fitted kitchen.

Arena Vario Anthracite

9.

TALL
CABINETS

TANDEM
PANTRY

“

The perfect
storage
system

10.

TALL CABINETS

TANDEM
PANTRY
TANDEM offers completely new potential
for food storage – just opening the door is an
inspiration. In a clever piece of engineering, the
back shelf element moves automatically towards
the user as the door is pulled open.
Kitchen users can check contents at a glance
and easily reach what they want. The shelf
element on the door is designed to make
best use of available space.

Arena Style Ice White

Arena Style Anthracite

Arena Classic Ice White

Chrome Grid

Double the gain by installing two TANDEM
units in one kitchen cabinet: to create a
TANDEM Depot, suitable for 900mm, 1000mm
and 1200mm wide cabinets.

11.

LARGE
CAPACITY
STORAGE
TANDEM
DEPOT

Tandem Depot, with its massive
storage capacity, becomes a
genuine designer piece with
ARENA select trays.
It’s totally flexible and perfect
for kitchens designed to be
used and enjoyed.

12.

“

TANDEM Depot.
Double the storage
capacity, all in full view
and totally accessible.

13.

TALL
CABINETS

TANDEM
SIDE

“

Different levels
of comfort,
convenience
and style

14.

TALL CABINETS

TANDEM
SIDE
The TANDEM Side allows you to have height
adjustable trays on a door frame system where
the weight is taken by the carcase and not the
outer door. TANDEM Side also gives you the
flexibility of adding YouBoxx in combination with
or without the Arena Style trays. Available in
two heights, for Under bench and Tall cabinets,
the TANDEM Side is a versatile pantry solution.

Arena Style Ice White

Arena Style Anthracite

The new building block system of the modular
storage unit is based on the concept of a new
back of door shelf element.
Different levels of comfort, convenience and
style, plus Kesseböhmer product combinations,
make it possible to match cabinets perfectly to
your needs, both in value and in functionality.

YouBoxx - White/Anthracite

15.

TALL
CABINETS

DISPENSA
170

“

The classic
storage
unit, only
narrower

16.

TALL CABINETS

DISPENSA
170
Each DISPENSA 170 tray or basket can be
individually hung at a height to suit the contents,
making this a flexible solution. It provides a lot
of storage with a very small footprint making it a
great use of a narrow space.

Arena Style Ice White

Arena Style Anthracite

The entire height and width of the unit can
be fully utilised. It supports good organisation
and fast access as it keeps all of the contents,
even on the topmost shelf, in clear view – from
either side!

Arena Classic Ice White

17.

TALL
CABINETS

DISPENSA
300/400

“

Here’s
to larder
units

18.

TALL CABINETS

DISPENSA
300/400
Developed specifically as a slim storage unit,
millions of DISPENSAs have since been installed
around the world. All it takes is a gentle pull for this
fitting and contents to glide right out in front of the
cabinet. It’s easy to fetch whatever you want, or to
check the contents and labels at a glance, because
storage is self-oriented.
It’s easy to change the height of individual trays
and baskets, which are available in several strikingly
attractive styles. Designed to match and enhance
your chosen kitchen style.
The DISPENSA has been engineered to make
maximum use of the full width and depth of the
cabinet.The transparent sides, feature an exclusive,
contemporary look and are designed to give you an
optimal view.
DISPENSA is the highest selling larder pull-out
fitting in the world. DISPENSA pull-outs are
unsurpassed when it comes to German quality,
smooth action, reliability and durability.

Arena Vario Ice White

Arena Style Anthracite

YouBoxx

Arena Classic Ice White

YouBoxx is an intelligent organiser system that adds
value to fittings. The YouBoxx system is designed
to fit not only the DISPENSA, but it is a universal
system that works with DISPENSA Junior III,
COMFORT II and the new TANDEM side.
Personalised storage - as a highly modular system
YouBoxx allows users to configure the space inside
their cabinet exactly the way it will work best for
them. For example, as storage units for chopping
boards or for breakfast items.
Secure and clearly organised storage - the YouBoxx
elements allows users to keep cabinet contents
clearly separated and stored for quick retrieval.
Storing small items safely in the boxes reduces the
risk of them being mislaid. Bottles and other tall
items are held firmly upright by the railing.
YouBoxx can be arranged to maximise
storage space.

19.

BASE
CABINETS

DISPENSA
JR III

“

Flexible
storage in a
base unit

20.

BASE CABINETS

DISPENSA
JR III
DISPENSA Junior III is available for all cabinet
widths from 300mm to 600mm and offers
numerous optimisation and innovations.
All of the trays and storage options are fully
compatible with one another. The DISPENSA
Junior III is accessible from both sides - which
makes it an extremely flexible and versatile
fitting for your kitchen.
YouBoxx is an intelligent organiser system
that adds value to fittings. The YouBoxx system
is designed to fit not only the DISPENSA
Junior III, but it is a universal system that
works with DISPENSA, Comfort II and the
new TANDEM side.

Arena Style Ice White

Arena Style Anthracite

Arena Classic Ice White

YouBoxx Ice white/Anthracite

Personalised storage - as a highly modular
system YouBoxx allows users to configure the
space inside their cabinet to exactly the way it
will work best for them. For example, as storage
units for chopping boards or for breakfast items.
Secure and clearly organised storage - the
YouBoxx elements allows users to keep cabinet
contents clearly separated and stored for
quick retrieval. Storing small items safely in the
boxes reduces the risk of them being mislaid.
Bottles and other tall items are held firmly
upright by the railing.YouBoxx can be arranged
to maximise storage space.

Spice Rack - optional accessory

21.

BASE
CABINETS

YOUBOXX

“

The
Intelligent
organiser
system

22.

BASE CABINETS

YOUBOXX
The YouBoxx intelligent organiser system is
designed to fit not only the DISPENSA Junior
III, but is a universal system that works with
DISPENSA, COMFORT II and the new TANDEM
side.
As a highly modular system,YouBoxx allows
users to personalise and configure the space
inside their cabinet exactly the way it will work
for them. For example, as storage units for
chopping boards or for breakfast items.

YouBoxx Anthracite

The w elements give users secure and clearly
organised storage. This allows users to keep
cabinets contents clearly separated and stored
for quick retrieval. Storing small items safely in
the boxes reduces the risk of them being mislaid
or forgotten while bottles and other tall items
are held firmly upright by the railing.

YouBoxx White

23.

BASE
CABINETS

COMFORT II

“

Small
dimensions,
extra
convenience

24.

BASE CABINETS

COMFORT II
With a choice of trays, widths and height
adjustments, the COMFORT II pull-out adapts
easily to your requirements. Supplied complete
with, ultra-simple assembly, perfect damping and
concealed runners.

Arena Style Ice White

Arena Style Anthracite

Arena Classic Ice White

Spice rack

The Comfort II has an optional purpose built
spice rack designed for storing herbs and spices
effectively and always within easy reach. It is
simply dropped onto the fitting from above and
it’s ready to use.

25.

BASE
CABINETS

NO.15

“

Make clever
use of the
narrowest
niches

26.

BASE CABINETS

NO.15

Clever ideas fit in everywhere, narrow gaps can
provide a surprising amount of storage space
and functionality. The No. 15 is designed for a
150mm cabinet and is much more than just a
welcome filler.

Arena Style Chrome

Arena Style Anthracite

Towel Rail

Baking Tray

When placed by the oven, the No. 15 pull-outs
are a convenient solution for spices, baking trays
or the indispensable tea towel. This high quality
equipment gives even the smallest cabinets in
the kitchen that special touch of elegance.

Arena Classic Chrome

27.

BASE
CABINETS

COOKING
AGENT

“

Well
organised
for good
cooking

28.

BASE CABINETS

COOKING
AGENT
Cooking AGENT has space for everything –
spices, oils and sauces, chopping boards, knives,
even plates and bowls. It’s modular design also
makes the Cooking AGENT so versatile and
flexible.

It’s every cook’s dream as everything you need
is right where you need it as you work. Cooking
AGENT is a true full-extension pull-out that
moves all the contents completely out in front
of the cabinet. What could be better?

Grey powder coated wire frame

29.

BASE
CABINETS

PORTERO

“

All cleaning
agents in
one unit

30.

BASE CABINETS

PORTERO
With a choice of 3 sizes, the integrated Portero
“Service Station” gives you the ability of lifting
out the cleaning caddy and taking it with you.

Portero Set I

Portero Set II

The plastic base trays are dishwasher safe
and can be removed for cleaning. The lift out
caddy comes complete with an ergonomic
handle - making not only storage of your
household cleaning products organised,
but household chores a breeze.

Portero Set III

31.

BASE
CABINETS

CLEANING
AGENT

“

Cleaning has
never been
so easy

32.

BASE CABINETS

CLEANING
AGENT
For its light weight and compact design,
Cleaning AGENT has a lot of practical features
and ample space for storing all your
household cleaning products. Totally practical,
extremely compact and manufactured to the
highest standards.

The divided top tier organises sponges,
brushes and other implements. It gets top
marks for practicality: with a lift-out bottom
rack for cleaning bottles and an ergonomic
easy-grip handle.

33.

BASE
CABINETS

ONE2FIVE

“

Recycling and
waste tucked
away in one
section

34.

BASE CABINETS

ONE2FIVE
Clean and hygienic waste separation adaptable
to all cabinet types.
and are integrated onto a drawer mounted frame.
The One2Five system allows you to have the
same soft close function as your drawers

Anthracite

35.

CORNER
CABINETS

LEMANS II

“

Swings the
contents
out in front

36.

CORNER CABINETS

LEMANS II
LeMans II trays swing separately and
completely out of the corner cabinet in a
smooth and elegant movement.You have a clear
overview and easy access to everything in your
corner cabinet.

Arena Style Ice White

Arena Style Anthracite

It’s highly practical if you’re storing pots and
pans, especially since you can adjust the tray
height for optimal storage. With 25 kgs capacity
per shelf, it’s just as capable of storing your
crockery or small appliances.

Arena Classic Ice White

37

CORNER
CABINETS

MAGIC
CORNER

“

A brilliant
solution for
corner space

38.

CORNER CABINETS

MAGIC
CORNER
The name says it all. Although this has less
to do with magic and more to do with the
cleverness and technical refinement!
Magic Corner is capable of housing two
complete storage solutions beside each other
in one blind corner cabinet.

Arena Style Ice White

With just one movement, the intelligent sliding
technology simultaneously drives the front and
pulls the back into clear view and easy access.
As one would expect from Kesseböhmer, this
occurs in a flowing, silent train of motion.
Even closing is a simple function: A small push is
sufficient - then SoftStopp takes care of the rest.
Quiet and smooth, just like its namesake - magic.

Arena Classic Ice White

39.

CORNER
CABINETS

CAROUSEL
270

“

The classic
solution

40.

CORNER CABINETS

CAROUSEL 270
The combination of a solid base and an elegant
railing – in a high end transparent look – lends
new accents even to this classic corner
cabinet solution.

Arena Style Ice White

Yet practical aspects don’t miss out either:
The shelves can be adjusted to any height
at any time.

Arena Classic Ice White

41.

OVERHEAD
CABINETS

iMOVE

“

Everything in
easy reach

42.

OVERHEAD CABINETS

iMOVE

Kesseböhmer’s iMove sets new standards for
wall units. The product combines the beautiful
and the practical with one effortless movement.
The interior of the cupboard comes out
to meet you. There’s easy operation, more
reachable storage, a clearer view and fast access.

Ice White

The innovative iMove pull-down transforms
a conventional wall unit into an ergonomic
storage system with big user benefits. The iMove
and its contents are pulled downwards and
outwards in one easy movement.

Anthracite

43.

